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 CURRENT
OPINION Factors influencing HIV-1 phylogenetic clustering

Dennis M. Junqueiraa,b, Zandile Sibisia,c, Eduan Wilkinsona,c,
and Tulio de Oliveiraa,c,d

Purpose of review

A major goal of public health in relation to HIV/AIDS is to prevent new transmissions in communities.
Phylogenetic techniques have improved our understanding of the structure and dynamics of HIV
transmissions. However, there is still no consensus about phylogenetic methodology, sampling coverage,
gene target and/or minimum fragment size.

Recent findings

Several studies use a combined methodology, which includes both a genetic or patristic distance cut-off
and a branching support threshold to identify phylogenetic clusters. However, the choice about these
thresholds remains an inherently subjective process, which affects the results of these studies. There is still a
lack of consensus about the genomic region and the size of fragments that should be used, although there
seems to be emerging a consensus that using longer segments, allied with the use of a realistic model of
evolution and a codon alignment, increases the likelihood of inferring true transmission clusters. The pol
gene is still the most used genomic region, but recent studies have suggested that whole genomes and/or
sequences from nef and gp41 are also good targets for cluster reconstruction.

Summary

The development and application of standard methodologies for phylogenetic clustering analysis will
advance our understanding of factors associated with HIV transmission. This will lead to the design of more
precise public health interventions.
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INTRODUCTION

Phylogenetic analysis has played a major role in
understanding the dynamics that have shaped the
HIV pandemic since its beginning [1–5]. Based
primarily on homologous nucleotide comparison,
phylogenetic trees are plain representations of the
evolutionary history of a given group of sequences.
The tree structure is normally used to provide valu-
able information on viral diversity, recombination
profile, demographic history and ancestral charac-
terization [6–8]. Recently, phylogenetic analysis has
been widely used to identify viral linkage between
different hosts and to infer putative HIV networks
among infected-patients. However, there is still
some discussion about what constitutes a phylo-
genetic cluster, and several different methods are
currently being used [9

&

].
In a phylogenetic tree, an HIV transmission

cluster is commonly described as a set of nonran-
dom-related sequences that share a common ances-
tor reflecting one or several events of viral
transmission [9

&

,10
&&

]. The assumption is that after
viral transmission between hosts, HIV strains in the

recipient will be similar to the strains found in the
transmitting individual and therefore tend to cluster
together, despite intrahost evolution [11]. If sam-
pling is complete, a phylogenetic tree could capture
the underlying structure of transmission networks
within a given population [12–14]. Normally, these
analyses involve the generation of viral sequences
through one of the several sequencing methods
available nowadays, the alignment of sequences
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with one another to obtain position homology, the
inference of a phylogenetic tree to reconstruct the
evolutionary history of the analysed strains and the
identification of clustered sequences that are related
by transmission events [15,16]. Phylogenetic clus-
ters are commonly defined by branch support and
by genetic or patristic distance threshold (Fig. 1).
Finally, after the identification of the phylogenetic
clusters, the association between individual traits
and cluster membership are evaluated statistically.

Genetic data, coupled with clinical and demo-
graphical information, could help define the
characteristics of individuals and subpopulations
contributing disproportionally to transmission
events and, in some cases, this could also help
predict or simulate future HIV infections [17,18].
Intervening in risk networks can improve health
outcomes and prevent new infections [16,19]. How-
ever, there is confusion surrounding HIV clustering
analysis due to differences in sampling, methodo-
logical approaches and, most importantly, in the
genomic targets used to reconstruct the phyloge-
netic trees. The choice of the size and the subge-
nomic region to be analysed is crucial for cluster
definition and has an important effect on the extent
of sequence clustering [20]. The lack of standardiza-
tion in this field has provoked growing interest
in seeking to establish how the choice of gene

fragment and its length affect HIV phylogenetic
clustering [20,21].

Molecular phylogenies based on single genes
can often lead to apparently conflicting results
due to phylogenetic incongruence [22,23]. Such
differences are related to stochastic error usually
attributed to the small gene sequences and/or lack
of phylogenetic signal in the data [24]. Using longer
gene fragments could theoretically overcome these
incongruences but, sometimes, systematic error do
not disappear with the addition of data [24,25].
With regards to HIV-1 phylogenetic analysis, the
polymerase ( pol) gene has been predominantly used
for phylogenetic reconstruction of transmission
events over the past decade [14,26–31]. Although
initially the envelope (env) gene was considered to
present the strongest phylogenetic signal, it was
argued that some env fragments were too short
and too variable for a robust analysis [32] or could
be severely affected by convergent and parallel evo-
lution [33,34]. The wide use of pol in clustering
studies is attributed to the fact that HIV-1 pol
sequences are generated as part of routine clinical
care and thus very large data sets are available for
analysis. However, the increasing availability of HIV
whole genome sequences in the last few years may
stimulate discussions about whether full-length
genome trees should be used, and which viral genes
provide the most statistically accurate tree for
transmission inference.

Here, we outline the latest developments in HIV
phylogenetic clustering methods, the effect of gene
selection and the parameters that can affect the
outcome of the analysis. We also review recent
evidence from studies regarding HIV-1 phylogenetic
analysis in the developed and developing countries.

DEFINITION MATTERS

Clusters in epidemiology are broadly described as an
unusual aggregation of infection [35]. In a phylo-
genetic approach, clusters contain sequences from
different individuals usually separated by low genetic
or evolutionary distances but invariably sharing a
viral common ancestor [36

&&

]. These groupings are
manifestedas subtrees in thephylogenyandare likely
to reflect past, recent or ongoing transmission events.

Phylogenetic clusters are often defined by high
branch support (approximate likelihood ratio test,
bootstrap, transfer bootstrap or posterior probabil-
ity) and low genetic or patristic distance (Fig. 1) [37].
The use of patristic distances for genetic clustering
is essentially an extension of clustering by pairwise
genetic distances [36

&&

,37,39]. However, the
choice of threshold cut-offs to define clusters in
the literature is ad hoc (Table 1). For HIV, bootstraps,

KEY POINTS

� Phylogenetic methods can improve our understanding
of the structure and dynamics of HIV transmissions by
identifying viral linkage between different hosts and
inferring putative networks.

� There is confusion surrounding HIV clustering analysis
due to differences in sampling, methodological
approaches and, most importantly, in the genomic
targets (gene fragment and its length) used to
reconstruct the phylogenetic trees.

� It is clear that the use of a genetic or patristic distance
threshold, allied with a high branching support cut-off,
allows the identification of transmission clusters more
accurately and improves the quality of the analysis.

� Despite the lack of agreement about the size of
fragments used for HIV phylogenetic reconstruction,
there seems to be consensus that using longer
segments, allied with the use of a realistic model of
sequence evolution and an improved alignment,
increases the likelihood of inferring true transmission
clusters.

� Aside from the pol gene, some studies have suggested
that longer sequences from nef and gp41 are also
good targets for cluster reconstruction.

Phylogenetics in HIV transmission
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FIGURE 1. Comparison among three criteria used to define HIV phylogenetic transmission clusters. Phylogenetic clusters
were identified by brackets. (a) Clusters are defined based solely on a threshold branch support (bootstrap support >70).
(b) Putative transmission clusters detected by using the branch support cut-off are evaluated by using a maximum intracluster
genetic distance (number of differences per site from between sequences) threshold of 0.045. Only clades with a maximum
genetic distance under the threshold will be considered transmission clusters. The values next to the figure represent the
maximum pairwise genetic distances of each subcluster. Dashed lines mark those subclusters with a maximum genetic distance
above the threshold. (c) After evaluating branch support and the maximum genetic distance within clades, transmission clusters
can be defined using a temporal constraint on a time-scaled phylogenetic tree. The dashed red line marks the temporal
threshold. (d) Putative transmission clusters detected by using the branch support cut-off are evaluated by using the median
intracluster patristic distance threshold (<0.020).

HIV and phylogenetic clustering Junqueira et al.
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Table 1. Compilation of studies including HIV-1 phylogenetic clustering analysis available on PubMed Central in the last

3 years (August 2015–August 2018). Search was based in the keywords ‘HIV’, ‘cluster’ and ‘phylogeny’ and only included

English-written articles

Clustering
identification Authors Location

Sample
size

HIV-1
genomic
region

Maximum
genomic size
(base pairs) Thresholds

Use of branching support threshold

Konou et al. (2016) Togo 75 RT 1200 SH-like >98

Patino-Galindo et al. (2016) Spain 11 001 pol 1080 SH-like >90

da Guarda-Reis et al. (2017) Brazil 87 pol 998 Bootstrap >70

Hu et al. (2017) Asia 172 NFLG NFLG SH-like¼100

Menza et al. (2017) United States 2784 pol – SH-like > (unspecified)

Paraschiv et al. (2017) Romania 117 pol 1301 SH-like>90þ PP¼1

Patino-Galindo et al. (2017) Spain 1806 pol 1302 SH-like>99

Sallam et al. (2017) Iceland 106 pol 1020 SH-like>90þ PP¼1

Sallam et al. (2017) Iceland 230 pol 918 SH-like>90

Vrancken et al. (2017) Canada 1146 pol 1497 PP>95

Jagdagsuren et al. (2017) Mongolia 143 pol and env 1065 and 447 Bootstrap >90

Yue Yang et al. (2018) China 323 pol 1000 SH-like>90

Use of branching support and genetic distance threshold

Chan et al. (2015) United States 1166 pol – Bootstrap >90%, GD<3.1%

Dauwe et al. (2015) Europe 410 pol and env 857 and 105 SH-like>90, GD<4.5%

Dennis et al. (2015) United States 1673 pol – SH-like>90, GD<1.5%

Fabeni et al. (2015) Italy 534 pol 1302 Bootstrap >90%, GD<1.5%

Mbisa et al. (2015) United Kingdom 1140 pol 897 Bootstrap >80%, GD<2.0%

Robineau et al. (2015) France 547 RT – Bootstrap >98, GD<1.5%

Tamalet et al. (2015) France 79 pol 1200 Bootstrap >98, GD<4.5%

Castley et al. (2016) Australia 1021 pol 702 Bootstrap >98, GD<1.5%

Junqueira et al. (2016) South America 4810 pol 999 SH-like>90, GD<4.5%

Marzel et al. (2016) Switzerland 19 604 pol – Bootstrap >50% and <100%;
GD<1%, <1.5%, <2%, <2.5%

Ragonnet-Cronin et al. (2016) Europe 83 299 pol 1617 Bootstrap >70, >80, >90, >95;
GD<1.5% and <4.5%

Ragonnet-Cronin et al. (2016) United Kingdom 14 693 pol 1206 SH-like>90, GD<4.5%

Yousef et al. (2016) Germany pol 1038 Bootstrap >95, GD breadth-first

Brenner et al. (2017) Canada 4039 pol 918 Bootstrap >95, GD<1.5%

Brenner et al. (2017) Canada 3901 pol 1496 Bootstrap >98.5, GD<1.5%

Castley et al. (2017) Australia 4873 pol 957 Bootstrap >98, GD<1.5%

Fabeni et al. (2017) Italy 4323 pol 1302 Bootstrap >90, GD<0.015%

Parczewski et al. (2017) Poland 966 pol 1302 SH-like>90, GD<3.0%

Turk et al. (2017) Swiss 101 773 pol 1615 –, GD –

Vanhommerig et al. (2017) Netherlands 6861 pol 1140 SH-like>90, GD<0.08%

Wolf et al. (2017) United States 1953 pol 1080 SH-like>95, GD<1.5%

Rouet et al. (2018) Cambodia 202 env 1305 Bootstrap >99, GD<0.07%

Soto-Nava et al. (2018) Mexico 1450 gag and pol 1634 and 1302 Bootstrap >90, GD<1.5%

Yebra et al. (2018) London 365 pol 1002 >90, GD<4.5%

References were only included in this table if all columns could be filled in with the information provided in the publication (articles describing new methods were
excluded). env, genomic region encoding the viral glycoproteins; gag, genomic region encoding the capsid proteins; GD, genetic distance; pol, genomic region
encoding the viral enzymes; PP, posterior probability; RT, reverse transcriptase; SH-like, Shimodaira-Hasegawa like branch support.

Phylogenetics in HIV transmission
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Shimodaira–Hasegawa -like or posterior probability
branch support ranging from 50 to 100 [14,40–45]
in combination with intracluster genetic distances
thresholds between 1 or less and 9.0% or less
[31,43,44,46–50] or patristic distance thresholds
between 0.020 and 0.080, have been used
[19,38,50,51]. A downside of this procedure is that
the onus is on the user to determine the appropriate
support/distance thresholds; a rationale for the
selection of these thresholds is rarely provided. Such
decisions can directly affect the study’s results and
modulate some inferences.

Although genetic or patristic distance is nor-
mally combined with branch support threshold,
some studies have used only the branching cut-off
to detect putative transmission clusters (Table 1).
High statistical support (e.g. bootstrap) for any spe-
cific clade under a phylogenetic approach indicates
that there is no close relative taxon to the clade in
question. However, this method does not guarantee
that the members of the clade itself are necessarily
closely related to each other [52]. The use of a
distance threshold within the cluster can help the
researcher to exclude such false positive transmis-
sion cluster, especially when analysing transmis-
sions over a large geographical range or with a
wide sampling period.

To address the effect of the genetic distance and
branch support on HIV-1 cluster identification, Mar-
zel et al. [45] evaluated the effect of 104 different
combinations of intracluster maximum genetic
distances (�1, �1.5, �2 and �2.5%) and bootstrap
supports (50–100% in 2% increments). Stricter
bootstraps thresholds were associated with the iden-
tification of fewer transmission clusters (P<0.01 for
all four different genetic distances). In addition, the
higher the bootstrap threshold used, the smaller the
number of putative transmission links found. As
expected, using a high cut-off value for bootstrap
(100%) and a very strict threshold for the intraclade
variability (�1.0%) allowed a small number of puta-
tive transmission links to be identified. Junqueira
et al. [31] also evaluated the effect of different maxi-
mum genetic distances (between 1.5 and 7.5%,
using intervals of 0.5%) and found that the number
of clusters detected increased with the genetic dis-
tance threshold, reaching a maximum at a genetic
distance of 6.5%. However, the proportion of sequen-
ces included in these clusters kept increasing with
the increment in the genetic distance threshold.
This clearly suggests that both genetic distance and
branching support thresholds have a great impact on
the identification of transmission clusters.

The genetic distance threshold can also impact
the age of the clusters being identified. Reducing the
cut-off increases the probability of identifying cases

related by recent and rapid transmission events [16].
By contrast, if the main objective is to identify all
possible transmissions that could be related to a
given case, a larger genetic distance threshold
should be used. According to the Center for Disease
Control, the use of a genetic threshold of 0.5% for
HIV-1 phylogenies corresponds to approximately 2–
3 years of viral evolution separating those sequences
inside any putative transmission cluster [16]. A 1.5%
threshold, in this case, would detect networks with a
maximum of 7–8 years of viral evolution. However,
in a recent study, Marzel et al. [45] estimated the
fraction of transmissions attributable to recent
infections by analysing potential transmission pairs
using different combinations of bootstrap and
genetic distance. Their results suggest that the frac-
tion of recent transmission increases sharply for
higher bootstrap values (>92%) and that this is
independent of the genetic distance tested. This
indicates that high bootstrap thresholds (rather
than genetic distances) may bias the selection
towards recently infected transmission pairs.

Some authors have used a temporal and/or geo-
graphical constraint to define transmission clusters
[53,54–57,58

&

]. They did that by using time-
resolved trees (which require the application of
molecular clock) and selecting only those clusters
that a common ancestor is younger than a selected
cut-off date [12]. This approach is usually used to
detect clusters of recent infections. Other authors
used geographical constraints (e.g. city or country)
for the analysis of clustering. This method guaran-
tees that only local clusters are analysed. They also
used phylogeographical to determine the interrelat-
edness of local clusters to other geographical regions
[31,58

&

].
The best method for calculating intracluster

genetic distance is another topic of debate. The
median and mean of the pairwise genetic distances
of clustered sequences, as well as the maximum
intracluster genetic distance, have been employed
in many studies [12,48,50,59]. Although maximum
and median distances are less affected by the num-
ber of sequences, the use of the mean tends to
normalize the distances by the total number of
sequences in the cluster and can potentially affect
clustering prediction [59]. A study of methods com-
parisons have shown that both the use of maximum
and median genetic distances have similar perfor-
mances regarding the number and distribution of
the clusters detected [59].

Several software applications have been devel-
oped to identify transmission clusters but Cluster
Picker [59] and PhyloPart [50] are the most com-
monly used. Cluster Picker is a free software that
implements both branch support and maximum

HIV and phylogenetic clustering Junqueira et al.
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cluster genetic distance to identify phylogenetic
clusters. PhyloPart is also free and relies on the
use of a threshold for the median pairwise patristic
distances to detect clusters. A novel software appli-
cation, called TreeCluster, can identify transmission
clusters with different methods, including average,
median and maximum genetic distances (https://
github.com/niemasd/TreeCluster).

Despite not usually being a criterion chosen by
researchers, the sampling density is a limitation
worth mentioning because it can affect the choice
of genetic distance and branching support. Novitsky
et al. [60] addressed this question using 1248 env
gp120 (V1–C5) sequences from a single community
in Botswana and 2442 sequences from the LANL HIV
Database. Through the simulation of 16 different
sampling densities (1–70%) and phylogenetic detec-
tion of transmission clusters (bootstrap �70, �80,
�90 and 100; genetic distance �1–�15%), they
showed that HIV clustering is positively correlated
with sampling density. In addition, they found that
sampling density below 10% was associated with
variable clustering [and broad confidence intervals
(CIs)], implying that results from HIV clustering at
low sampling density may not reliable. A limitation
of this study was that it used a small region of the
env gene of HIV-1, which is likely to have affected
their results.

Analyses of large epidemics (encompassing
countries or continent) are usually characterized
by poor sampling of HIV-positive individuals and,
as a consequence, the transmission network may
not be fully understood. The identification of trans-
mission clusters in these cases should adopt more
relaxed genetic distances to capture the expected
amount of viral genetic variation. However, high
branching supports should be used. The same ratio-
nale can be applied to data sets sampled over a long
period of time: the characterization of transmission
patterns might be more problematic in these cases
because of intrahost evolution [14]. Sampling
concentrated epidemics, nevertheless, theoretically
guarantees an oversampling of individuals linked by
transmission and stricter genetic distances should
be tested. If the objective is to capture recent trans-
missions, the use of a very small genetic distance
and high branching support should be considered.
However, whatever data is used, researchers should
be cautious about the sampling proportion, since
very low sampling seems to result in variable clus-
tering. In either case, genetic transmission clusters
tend to group individuals sampled soon after infec-
tion, irrespective of whether those infections
resulted from higher rates of transmission [36

&&

].
The evaluations of the parameters that may affect
viral clustering outcomes define the quality of the

results and are directly reflected in the results of
the study.

BIGGER IS BETTER

The choice of genetic marker is important when
seeking to identify phylogenetic clustering and
perform other phylodynamic analysis. Extensive
debate exists concerning the choice of gene(s) in
HIV phylogenetic, as there are a number of factors to
consider [14,61,62]. Most phylogenetic studies have
relied on the HIV-1 pol gene, and to a lesser extent
on the env and gag regions (Table 2). The gene choice
is easily explained by the extensive efforts made to
detect drug resistance mutations in the pol gene and
not necessarily because this gene is more adequate
for phylogenetic clustering.

Initial attempts to detect and infer HIV-1 trans-
mission clusters were based both on env and/or pol
genomic regions [6,63,64]. One of the first studies to
use phylogenetic analysis to reconstruct transmis-
sion events analysed samples from a criminal inves-
tigation [65]. The well known Florida dentist case
constituted the first case in the United States in
which phylogenetic analysis was used in a criminal
court. The investigators used different substitution
models and phylogenetic optimality criteria target-
ing pol and env genes to link the dentist’s sample
with the victim’s HIV-1 strains. In addition, drug
resistance mutations were also used to link the cases
and prove that the dentist purposely transmitted the
virus to six of his patients. However, there has been
considerable debate since then on the adequacy of
single gene phylogenies to confidently establish
true relationships in transmission cases [61,62].

Phylogenetic analysis can be very informative,
but the accuracy of phylogenetic conclusions
depends on the method, the gene and the sampling
strategy [66,67]. Previous studies indicate that the
degreeof HIV clustering is commonly associated with
the length of viral sequences used for phylogenetic
reconstruction (see citations in Table 2). Other stud-
ies combined different methods and genes, they
found that longer alignments identified transmission
clusters more adequately [20,68,69]. However, in the
studies of Albert et al. [70] and Lemey and Vandamme
[68], shorter fragments performed better than length-
ened alignments (Table 2). It is important to high-
light that in both studies, partial pol fragments were
used and despite being longer than the other sub-
genomic region tested, this alignment presented an
inferior clustering performance. To establish how
fragment length impacts on clustering inference, a
specific subgenomic fragment with different lengths
should be used to eliminate any noisy phylogenetic
signal introduced by different genomic regions.

Phylogenetics in HIV transmission
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Table 2. Compilation of studies in which different HIV-1 subgenomics fragments were compared regarding its adequacy in

answering clustering questions

HIV-1 genomic
region(s) Authors

Comparison with
HIV-1 full genome
results available Fragment(s) and size(s) Phylogenetic conclusion

All Lemey et al. (1996) Yes 400, 800 and 1200bp
sliding windows

vif (400 bp) and the 30 part of the
pol gene up to the env (1200bp)
were able to reconstruct the
clusters

Novitsky et al. (2015) Yes 1000 and 2000bp sliding
windows

pol performed better than gag and
env, specifically RT region. Extent
of HIV clustering was significantly
higher for 2000bp sliding
windows

Yebra et al. (2016) Yes (simulation) gag–pol–env (6987bp),
gag–pol (4479bp), gag
(1479bp), pol
(3000bp), env
(2508bp) and partial
pol (1302bp)

Accuracy of the trees was
significantly proportional to the
length of the sequences used. In
addition, the lowest sampling
depths (20 and 5%) greatly
reduced the accuracy of tree
reconstruction, especially when
using the shortest gene data sets

Harris et al. (2003) Yes gag (1470bp), pol
(3001), gagþpol
(4275bp), acessories
(1126bp), env
(2420bp), nef (382 bp),
and C2–V3 (264 bp)

Whole-genome performed better
than the subgenomic regions.
This study didn’t provide any
statistical comparison between
the adequacies of the
subgenomic regions on
reproducing data from the whole-
genome alignment

gag, pol and env Hué et al. (2004) No gag (p17/p24, 690 bp),
pol (1002bp) and env
(V3, 550 bp)

Identical topologies were obtained
in trees implemented from gag,
pol and env gene alignments

Rachinger et al. (2011) No gag (1018bp), pol
(977 bp) and env (C2–
C4, 546 bp)

All trees corroborate the same
results

gag and pol Albert et al. (1994) No gag (p17, 300 bp) and pol
(RT, 642 bp)

gag performed better than pol

pol and env St€urmer et al. (2004) No pol (size not provided) and
env (C2–V3, size not
provided)

PT/RT region cannot be used on its
own to prove true relationships
between unknown patient
isolates. At least two subgenomic
regions should be used

Lemey et al. (2005) No pol (1069bp) and env
(gp41, 951 bp)

env phylogenetic trees reproduced
the previous know transmission
history. Controversially, pol data
set failed to reproduce it

Amogne et al. (2016) Yes pol (938bp) and env
(500 bp)

Whole-genome provides a strong
geographical clustering, but only
a weak geographical cluster with
respect to smaller gene fragments

gag and env Leitner et al. (1996) No gag (p17, 438 bp), env
(V3, 285 bp) and
gagþ env (723bp)

a combination of p17 and V3
performed best

Paraskevis et al. (2004) No gag (p17, 400 bp), env
(C2–C4, 660 bp) and
gagþ env (1060bp)

a combination of gag and env
performed best

env, genomic region encoding the viral glycoproteins; gag, genomic region encoding the capsid proteins; pol, genomic region encoding the viral enzymes;
PT, protease; RT, reverse transcriptase.

HIV and phylogenetic clustering Junqueira et al.
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In the study of Novitsky et al. [20], which used
HIV-1 whole genomes and four levels of bootstrap
threshold to identify HIV clusters (�70, �80, �90
and 100) in Botswana, the extent of HIV clustering
was significantly higher for larger sliding windows
(2000 versus 1000 nucleotides) spanning similar
regions in the HIV-1 genome. However, this differ-
ence gradually decreased with tightening of the
bootstrap threshold. Regarding differences in struc-
tural gene clustering, this study found that the
proportion of pol sequences in clusters was larger
than gag (at any bootstrap threshold used) and env
(only at bootstrap �90). The stability of clusters for
pol decreased when the bootstrap threshold was
raised. In this study, the clusters were not highly
supported, mean of 59% (95% CI 52–65%). Simi-
larly, the identification of false clusters, not identi-
fied in the whole genome, tree also decreased with
the increase in the bootstrap threshold. This study
also found that when subgenomic regions were
analysed, the reverse transcriptase region of the
pol gene identified the highest proportion of sequen-
ces in clusters. A positive association between the
extent of HIV clustering and parameters related to
the sequence length, such as the number of variable
sites and the number of informative sites, was also
found. These results highlight the appropriateness
of longer fragments and the apparent adequacy of
reverse transcriptase ( pol) to reproduce data gener-
ated on whole genome sequences.

In another study investigating the influence of
the fragment size on HIV-1 clustering, Lemey and
Vandamme [68] examined three known and distinct
transmission cases for which full-genome sequence
data were available. The full-genome phylogenetic
tree highly supported the three clusters (100% boot-
strap), using only a branching support threshold to
identify clusters. To evaluate which genomic
regions were the most informative for transmission
chain reconstruction, they performed a sliding win-
dow analysis with 400, 800 and 1200 base pairs (bp)
using the same maximum likelihood tree inference
method for different window sizes. Extensive varia-
tion in gene-specific bootstrap support was observed
among the three transmission clusters, suggesting
that some genomic regions can perform better than
others in reconstructing transmission clusters. For a
minimum window size of 400 bp, only the vif gene
region provided considerable bootstrap support
(>90%) for all the transmission clusters. Increasing
the window size up to 800 bp resulted, on average,
in an increase in transmission cluster support and
more distinct patterns of gene-specific support. The
30 part of the pol gene up to the env gene appeared to
provide good support for all three transmission
clusters in all window sizes. However, there was still

considerable variability in transmission cluster
bootstrap support for gag and env. A window size
of 1200 bp resulted in a further average increase in
bootstrap support but still showed that gag and env
regions were not able to detect all three clusters.

To assess which gene target or sequence length is
optimal for phylogenetic cluster analysis, it is
important to correlate the accuracy of phylogenies
inferred from each gene fragment and sequence
length. Yebra et al. [69] recently used this method
to determine which gene(s) provide(s) the best
approximation to the real phylogeny by subsam-
pling a simulated data set of 4662 sequences. After
subsampling the data set into different combina-
tions of genes (gag–pol–env, gag–pol, gag, pol, env and
partial pol), sampling depths (100, 60, 20 and 5%)
and replicates (n¼100), maximum likelihood trees
were constructed and then compared with those of
the corresponding true tree. They found a statisti-
cally significant positive correlation between the
sequence length and the similarity to the true tree,
suggesting that the accuracy of the trees was pro-
portional to the length of the sequences used. The
gag–pol–env data sets showed the best performance
considering all the sampling coverage levels
together, followed by gag–pol, pol and env. The
smaller gag (1479 bp) and partial pol (1302 bp)
showed the worst results. This was also true when
analysing the sampling coverage levels individually.
In addition, the 60% sampling coverage provided
the most similar results to the analyses of the com-
plete data sets. The study concluded that gag–pol
provides a dependable approximation of the results
of nearly whole genome sequences.

The studies referred to above have shown that
longer gene sequences are positively associated with
tree accuracy. However, the total length of the sub-
genomic fragments used to identify transmission
clusters has been a concern as obtaining longer
sequences increases costs (and sometimes it means
losing important data sets generated from drug resis-
tance genotyping). Increasing the number of sequen-
ces in an alignment, to compensate for the small size
of the subgenomic fragments, can also lead to spuri-
ous results [71]. The use of a high and strict branching
support threshold seems to overcome the use of short
sequences (�1000 bp), irrespective of the targeted
genomic region. In addition, the use of a realistic
model of sequence evolution and a carefully edited
codon alignment can reduce the bias created by data
sets with short length sequences [71,72].

THE MORE THE BETTER

The use of longer genetic regions will allow for a
more reliable reconstruction of transmission events
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and better cluster enumeration. Full genome
sequences could be considered the top choice for
the most informative HIV cluster inference, but
such analysis is not always possible. An alternative
approach could be based on the use of a selected
subgenomic region with an elevated performance
for HIV clustering and high tree accuracy.

Hué et al. wished to understand the potential of
using pol gene (protease [PT]þpartial reverse tran-
scriptase, 1002 bp) to identify transmission events
using phylogenetic trees. Trees based on the corre-
sponding gag (p17/p24, 690 bp) and env (V3 loop,
550 bp) genes were used to confirm the linkages
[14]. Their results show that phylogenetic cluster-
ing patterns for these three data sets (gag, pol and
env) were identical, with a similar range of statistical
significance (bootstraps higher than 95%). Where
appropriate information was obtained, three clus-
ters from the twenty three were supported by evi-
dence of epidemiological linkage. In addition, they
concluded that resistance mutations induced by
antiretroviral therapy are unlikely to bias the recon-
struction of relatedness between samples but could
potentially help in the study of transmission. Since
its publication, this study has been widely accepted
by the scientific community (190 citations in August
2018) because it justifies the use of pol to identify
phylogenetic transmission analysis. However, the
use of an uncontrolled data set (lack of transmission
link information for clustered sequences) may affect
the outcome of the analysis and may limit the extrap-
olation of these results to other studies.

In contrast, by using a controlled data set with
information about direction for three transmission
chains, Lemey et al. showed an adequacy of the 30

region of pol in inferring epidemiological linkage.
Similarly, in the study of Novitsky et al., a data set
of the HIV-1 pol fragment performed better in recon-
structing clustering from whole genome data.
Rachinger et al. reached similar conclusions. Their
study analysed serial samples from three HIV-
positive individuals from a triangular relationship
during a follow-up of 3 years [7]. Time-measured
phylogenies of clonally amplified gag (1018 bp),
pol (PTþpartial reverse transcriptase, 977 bp) and
env (C2–C4, 546 bp) sequences provided compelling
evidence for the direction of HIV-1 transmissions [7].
All trees confirmed a single transmission event from
patient three to patient one and from patient three to
patient two. Despite corroborating the results of
other studies, the investigation of Rachinger et al.
had a sampling peculiarity, since several sequences
from the same patient were isolated. This sampling
method improved the phylogenetic signal of the data
set and gave the results more accuracy but cannot be
extrapolated to a ‘one sequence per patient’ analysis.

Different studies have suggested that the 30 end
of this gene (including reverse transcriptase) has a
better performance than the traditional PTþ reverse
transcriptase fragment (�1300 bp). However, in a
well controlled study using different sampling pro-
portions, a combination of genes and different frag-
ment sizes, Yebra et al. [69] showed that the pol
alignment encompassing the first 1302 bp had the
worst performance. One possible explanation for
these contrasting results is that the subtype may
influence the pattern of clustering across different
subgenomic regions inside the HIV-1 genome, as
different subtypes are being used across distinct
investigations (subtype C strains were used in this
study as opposed to subtype B in the great majority
of the publications in the field). However, to the best
of our knowledge, no study has addressed the influ-
ence of subtypes in clustering results.

Opposing the assumption that pol gene is as a
good target for transmission cluster identification,
St€urmer et al. [73] compared the performance of this
gene against env sequences sampled from actual
transmission cases. A neighbour-joining tree recon-
struction using the case strains and several control
sequences led the authors to conclude that pol
sequences alone did not provide enough informa-
tion to clarify the relationship between transmis-
sion. In a reply to this study, Jenwitheesuk and Liu
[61] questioned the computational protocols, sug-
gesting that the conclusions would be different if
sequences were analysed by other methods of phy-
logenetic reconstruction (i.e. maximum likelihood
or maximum parsimony). In addition, they pro-
posed that the tree reconstruction should be
repeated with different seed numbers. In a counter-
response, St€urmer et al. [62] reanalysed the data
using different phylogenetic methods (neighbour-
joining, minimum evolution, unweighted pair
group, maximum parsimony and maximum likeli-
hood). Despite additional analysis, the results and
conclusions were the same. Corroborating these
results, Lemey et al. tested the efficiency of pol
compared against gp41 (env) to reconstruct well
documented transmission events. The phylogenetic
analysis for pol inferred an evolutionary history not
fully compatible with the real transmission history
[74]. However, according to this study, the gp41
alignment performed well and was sufficient to
detect the transmission cluster.

Aside from the pol performance debate, some
studies have focused on comparing the adequacy of
gag and env in reconstructing transmission trees.
Leitner et al. [6] explored the contribution of p17
(gag) and V3 (env), using a set of HIV-1 sequences
from infected individuals with known epidemiolog-
ical relationships. They showed that combining data
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onp17(438 bp)andV3(285bp)performedbetter than
dataoneitherp17orV3evaluatedseparately (despitea
topology error when compared with the true trans-
mission tree). In addition, they found that the choice
of gene fragment was more important than the choice
of phylogenetic method and substitution model. In a
similar study, Paraskevis et al. [75] isolated CRF04_cpx
viral strains from six HIV-1-infected individuals with a
known history of viral transmissions. Most of the
infections occurred in a short period of time, and viral
sequenceswere isolateddistantly from infection dates.
After amplification and sequencing, maximum likeli-
hood and Bayesian trees were inferred for three differ-
ent data sets: p17 (gag, 400 bp), env (C2–C4, 660bp)
and gagþ env (1060bp). Unlike partial gag and env, the
combined gagþ env alignment resulted in an
improved estimate of the transmission history (fol-
lowed by env and gag, respectively). In addition, maxi-
mum likelihood and Bayesian methods were highly
correlated.

Ultimately, despite the extensive use of pol as a
main target to reconstruct transmission clusters, it
seems that the use of a combination of more than
one subgenomic region may improve the identifica-
tion of transmission clusters. The more genes and
the longer the alignment, the better the phyloge-
netic signal and the better the tree resolution. How-
ever, the small number of systematic studies
comparing full genomes to individual genes and
segments against each other precludes a strong con-
clusion about how many or the best subgenomic
regions to combine in the same analysis.

CONCLUSION

The dynamics of HIV-1 transmission networks can
be investigated through comprehensive cluster
analysis using phylogenetic and network methods.
A wide range of factors may influence the results
of phylogenetic analysis. In this review, we have
outlined the main factors that can bias HIV phylo-
genetic clustering methods.

It is clear that the use of a genetic or patristic
distance threshold (median or maximum), allied
with a branching support cut-off, allows the
researcher to identify transmission clusters more
accurately and improves the quality of the analysis.
High branching thresholds seem to perform better
in excluding false transmission links and high
genetic distances can capture old transmission
events. However, the correct combination of these
thresholds is uncertain and is still dependent on the
sampling proportion, alignment size and targeted
genomic region. Simulation analyses have shown
that using a sampling proportion under 10% can
bias clustering results by creating spurious links.

Contrarily, a proportion above 60% could reproduce
the results from a 100% sampling. Moreover, it has
been shown that the bigger the alignments, the
better the clustering results. Longer sequences pro-
vide better phylogenetic signal for clustering iden-
tification. Similarly, alignments that include more
than one subgenomic region can increase the accu-
racy of the reconstructed tree. If smaller sequences
or single subgenomic regions are used, it is impor-
tant to narrow the branching support to high confi-
dence values (>90%). In such cases, the decision
about the genetic distance can set a parameter for
finding old or recent transmission clusters.

Several studies have shown the importance of
phylogenetic clustering methods to characterize the
risk factors associated with HIV transmission rates
within and between populations. These methods are
now being applied to monitor the HIV epidemic in
near real-time and have become a successful and
cost-effective resource for public health interven-
tion in localized outbreaks of HIV transmission.
Other techniques, such as network [76] and gap
partitioning [77], have also been used to track the
dissemination of HIV, but, as with phylogenetic
clustering, these methods have limitations. Despite
these restrictions, the advantages phylogenetic
methods and their potential application to public
health are undeniable.
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